Magnetic Force Microscopy in Liquids


In this work, the use of magnetic force microscopy (MFM) to acquire images of magnetic nanostructures in liquid environments is presented. Optimization of the MFM signal acquisition in liquid media is performed and it is applied to characterize the magnetic signal of magnetite nanoparticles. The ability for detecting magnetic nanostructures along with the well-known capabilities of atomic force microscopy in liquids suggests potential applications in fields such as nanomedicine, nanobiotechnology, or nanocatalysis.

1. Introduction

Magnetic nanostructures play an important role in nanomedicine, biology, or nanocatalysis. The use of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) is growing a lot of attention for its potential applications that include contrast enhancement agents for magnetic resonance imaging, therapeutic drug, gene and radionuclide delivery, methods for the catabolism of tumors via hyperthermia, or magnetic separation of labeled cells and other biological entities. Several pathologies such as Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s and Parkinson’s diseases, atherosclerosis, and Hepatitis B are characterized for the presence of magnetic deposits in diseased tissue. There are animals, such as the rainbow trout, where a magnetic sense is related to the presence of magnetic nanocrystals for magnetoreception. The encapsulation of magnetic particles in different biological entities is attracting many studies as well: magnetic bacteria to be used as magnetic markers for biosensing, or virus-like cages, which are promising templates for building up nanometric-sized magnetic clusters by taking advantage of their inner cavity as a nanoreactor. Nano-magnetic catalysts are also focusing a lot of attention because they generally avoid loss of catalyst increasing their reusability.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is nowadays a powerful technique in biophysics, nanomedicine, or nanobiotechnology, since it allows imaging and manipulating nanostructures in physiological conditions on a single molecule level. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is an AFM-based technique where a nanometric magnetic probe is raster-scanned in close proximity to a surface detecting the local magnetic fields near the surface. MFM has been applied to the study of a variety of magnetic systems, including MNPs but always in vacuum or atmospheric conditions. In particular, Schreiber et al. commented on the importance of being able to develop MFM imaging in liquid media since biological specimens can dramatically change their properties when studied far away of physiological conditions. Albeit the high importance of measuring magnetic nano-objects in biological conditions, the applicability of MFM to biological systems has been limited up to now because of the difficulty in developing MFM for detecting magnetic interactions in liquids as a consequence of the high damping forces on the cantilever, which are several times greater than in air. This is the origin of the low quality factor of the cantilever resonance characteristic of liquid measurements. This low Q results in a significant loss of sensitivity in the MFM signal. Giles et al. recorded bits on a computer hard disk in air and in liquid but in their study topography was acquired with the tip in contact mode. This is unacceptable.
for the majority of biological applications, where the biological specimens under consideration are weakly immobilized to a flat surface,[25] because the tip will destroy the sample. In addition, they optimized the magnetic contrast by changing the pH of the liquid in order to change the adhesion and the attractive forces to measure as close as possible to the surface. This can be again unacceptable for many biological applications, where the biological specimens need to be under specific buffer conditions. More recently, Dietz et al. reported the detection of superparamagnetic particles in liquid using bimodal AFM.[26] In this case the contrast obtained is not purely magnetic but a cross-talk of nanomechanical and magnetic interactions.

In this work, we have studied the tip-sample magnetic interaction in different media (high vacuum, air, and liquids) using magnetic hard disk drives as a benchmark and we have highly optimized the acquisition conditions in liquid environment. In order to explore the final sensitivity of MFM in liquids we also present imaging of Fe$_3$O$_4$ MNPs coated with dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) in both air and liquid environments. DMSA-coated MNPs are promising nanostructures for different nanomedicine applications due to their biocompatibility and low toxicity.[27] We compare the magnetic contrast obtained with the amount of magnetic material measured in air and liquid. Despite a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio, the magnetic contrast can be seen as well showing a good lateral resolution. The potential of the technique for detecting and imaging nanoscale magnetic domains in biological samples using MFM is discussed.

### 2. Results and Discussion

#### 2.1. MFM Contrast Optimization in Liquids: Hard Disk Drives

We start by imaging the magnetic domains of a high-density disk drive using commercial MFM probes in both air and liquid environments.

**Figure 1** shows the topography and magnetic contrast obtained from the frequency shift in both media in a double-pass configuration (see the MFM Studies section in the Experimental Section for details). As expected, the image acquired in air (Figure 1b) presents a more marked contrast than the one in liquid (Figure 1c), but still the lateral resolution and sensitivity of the in-liquid image is good enough as to easily resolve the ~60 nm domains. Note that the same color scale has been used in both magnetic images in order to compare them readily. No topography cross-talk is observed along the MFM images (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information for a comparison of topography and frequency shifts in 1st and 2nd passes in both air and liquid media). This lower magnetic signal is a direct consequence of the low $Q$ factor of the cantilever resonance characteristic of liquid measurements (see Figure 2a). The origin of the magnetic contrast can be better understood by monitoring the variation of the interaction with the tip-sample distance. To this end, the tip is moved along a given line parallel to the domains transition direction (in a similar way as a magnetic reader head does), so MFM contrast given by the cantilever resonance frequency shift can be readily studied at different lift heights in a fast and drift-free way. The result of this acquisition scheme is called 3D mode mapping[28] (Figure 2b). The frequency shift induced by the magnetic interaction at different Z lifts is recorded, showing attractive and repulsive contrast (bright and dark areas, Figure 2c). If this same process is carried out in air and vacuum we can plot the magnetic interaction in the different media as a function of the distance for both the attractive and repulsive areas (Figure 2d). Figure 2e shows a plot of different frequency shift profiles as a function of Z lift. In this plot it can be easily seen how the topographic information fades away as the Z lift increases, thus allowing choosing the optimal Z lift distance for MFM imaging with no topography cross-talk.

As expected from the $Q$ factor values, the high vacuum signals are the cleanest ones, whereas the liquid signals are the noisiest. But interestingly, it can be observed that in both vacuum and liquid, where the attractive forces are much lower than in air,[29] the magnetic signal can be detected with the tip very close to the sample (tip sample distances <10 nm), in contrast to air conditions, where the minimum distance to detect magnetic interaction with no topography cross-talk is much higher due to the presence of capillary forces (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information for a representative example). To optimize the magnetic contrast in liquids, we have done this kind of analysis for different oscillation amplitudes and different dynamic modes: amplitude modulation (AM-AFM) and drive amplitude modulation (DAM-AFM)[30] in both air and liquid. DAM-AFM follows a similar
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feedback scheme as frequency modulation, FM-AFM, but the main topography feedback is done on the drive amplitude signal (dissipation channel). In terms of the acquisition of magnetic interactions, it is the same as FM-AFM, but since there are no frequency shift contributions to the topography, it has the advantage of avoiding any magnetic cross-talk in the first pass topography acquisition (as already mentioned in the supporting information of [30]).

We have maximized the MFM signal studying the influence of the relevant operating parameters in both AM-AFM and DAM-AFM modes. For a given measuring condition (for example the cantilever oscillation amplitude) we varied the other relevant operating conditions (such as Set point, Z lift distance, or Phase Lock Loop parameters) to maximize the MFM signal. We have found that by working in DAM-AFM, the tip can detect the magnetic interaction closer to the sample, which translates into a higher magnetic contrast (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Thus, despite the loss in sensitivity in liquid compared to air, similar contrasts can be achieved (as shown in Figure 1b,c) using the most appropriated oscillation amplitudes and tip-sample distances for every mode and medium.

2.2. DMSA-Coated Fe3O4 MNPs

DMSA-coated Fe3O4 ferrimagnetic NPs were deposited onto freshly cleaved mica (see the Experimental Section for details).

Figure 3 shows the topography and magnetic contrast in air conditions of a typical distribution of MNPs on the substrate, presenting single particles and clusters comprising several particles. Albeit the cubic shape of the nanoparticles, the AFM images give us spherical features due to the tip-sample dilation. MNPs were magnetized in the in plane direction by means of a permanent magnet prior to the measurements. Due to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the magnetization lies along one of the easy axes of the particle.[31] This is reflected as a bright-dark contrast (Figure 3 and Figure 4) coming from the magnetic dipole response.[22,23] Note that the ratio between magnetic signals in the hard disks and MNPs is about an order of magnitude. Figure 4 shows topography and magnetic images of single MNPs and clusters measured in both air and liquid. The magnetic contrast in air can be readily seen in all the cases, matching the state of the art images for this kind of systems.[21–23,32] Moreover, despite of the low magnetic signal-to-noise ratio characteristic of liquids, we can still measure the magnetic contrast in the case of particles as low as ≈30 nm, which is in the limit of the technique, with negligible topography cross-talk (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information for details).

As the spatial dependence of both magnetic and electrostatic interactions in AFM is similar, it is fundamental to demonstrate the magnetic origin of the signal measured in the nanoparticles.[33,34] To this end, we carried out measurements in liquids in exactly the same conditions using cantilevers with similar characteristics as the MFM ones, but with a metallic nonmagnetic coating. In these cases, the dark-bright contrast does not appear (Figure 4j).

We can compare the magnetic signal for each of the particles and clusters observed by measuring the difference
between the dark and the bright contrast. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the measured magnetic signal of the MNPs in both air and liquid as a function of the volume of the MNP, i.e., as a function of the magnetic material present. Remarkably, despite the increase of the noise in the liquid measurements due to the low Q factor of the cantilever resonance, we can still obtain similar magnetic contrasts in liquid as in air.

In this work we have demonstrated the feasibility of using the MFM technique in liquid environments. MFM studies in liquids have been carried out using DAM-AFM mode and commercial MFM probes, being able to detect magnetic signals even from a single 30-nm Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticle. This was possible by fine tuning of the experimental setup including the use of a specially designed cantilever holder with clean resonance peaks in liquid (see the Experimental Section for details). Imaging the surface using DAM-AFM mode was important as well since it allows optimization of the magnetic contrast by being able to detect it closer to the sample. Regarding probes, a simple study of fundamental MFM noise shows that further improvement on the performance could be gained through the use of specially designed cantilevers for liquid media (see the Supporting Information, “MFM Probes Customization for Liquid Environments” section).

3. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated the applicability of the MFM as a means of detecting magnetic nanostructures in liquid environments. We have optimized the measuring conditions by using hard disk drives and we have studied DMSA-coated Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles. Despite the limiting factor of the low magnetic interactions, we have presented clear evidence
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**Figure 3.** a) Topography and b) MFM image of DMSA-coated Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles acquired in ambient air conditions. Z lift = 15 nm.
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**Figure 4.** a,c,e,g,i) Topography and b,d,f,h,j) 2nd pass frequency shift images of DMSA-coated Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles. a–d) Images acquired in ambient air conditions. Z lift = 15 nm. e–j) Images acquired in liquid. Z lift = 6 nm. (a–h) were acquired using an MFM tip, whereas (i,j) were acquired using a probe with similar characteristics but without magnetic coating.
Figure 5. Magnetic contrast as a function of the amount of magnetic material in the DMSA-coated Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles for both air and liquid measurements.

showing that even individual 30-nm MNPs can be detected using commercial probes. These results suggest new strategies for the characterization of magnetic nanostructures in liquids using MFM.

4. Experimental Section

Materials: Low- and high-density magnetic hard disk drive samples were obtained by cutting pieces of ≈1 cm² from hard disk drives with magnetic motives of ≈800 nm and ≈60 nm, respectively.

Fe₃O₄ MNPs coated with dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) were obtained by precipitation of a FeSO₄ solution in a basic solution in the presence of potassium nitrate (acting as mild oxidant) under stirring and nitrogen flow. The precipitate is then placed in an oil bath at 90 °C with mechanical stirring for 15 min and left tightly closed for 24 h without agitation. Finally the particles were coated with DMSA at pH 3 and the excess removed after 2 d dialysis. Magnetite particles obtained by this route present an inverse spinel structure and ferrimagnetic behavior at room temperature with very high saturation magnetization values.  

Mica substrates (muscovite V-1 quality) were used to deposit the MNPs.

MFM Studies: For the hard disk drive samples studies in liquid, distilled water was deposited on the disk drive surface. For the MNPs, a solution of 2.4 mg Fe mL⁻¹ of MNPs was diluted in the range 1:5 in a 5 × 10⁻³ M nickel chloride solution to ensure proper MNPs immobilization just before use and immediately aliquoted onto freshly cleaved mica. After 20 min, the mica substrates were dried in a N₂ gas jet and imaged in air conditions. For MFM studies in liquids, distilled water was added to the mica substrates with MNPs previously imaged.

The samples were imaged using a Cervantes FullMode AFM from Nanotec Electrónica, equipped with a Dolphin cantilever holder, a holder specially designed to work in liquids using acoustic excitation avoiding the spurious resonances known as “forest of peaks.” Figure S5 in the Supporting Information shows a typical frequency resonance curve of an MFM probe in liquid, together with its thermal spectrum and the ideal cantilever response for acoustic excitation, showing an excellent agreement. For the high vacuum measurements, the microscope was placed in a home-made vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 10⁻⁶ mbar. Data acquisition and processing were carried out through the WSxM software (www.wsxmsolutions.com). Commercial MFM probes PPP-MFMR from Nanosensors (www.nanosensors.com) were employed. PPP-MFMR probes have a cantilever length of 225 μm with a resonant frequency of 75 kHz and a typical force constant of 2.8 N m⁻¹. The tip has a hardmagnetic coating and a radius of curvature <30 nm. The coating is characterized by a coercivity of ≈300 Oe. For enhanced signal strength probes were magnetized by means of a strong permanent magnet prior to the measurements.

MFM imaging was performed in different dynamic modes: amplitude modulation mode, AM-AFM, and drive amplitude modulation mode, DAM-AFM. A Phase Lock Loop integrated in the Cervantes AFM was used to keep the cantilever in resonance, measuring the frequency shift. The interaction between the magnetic moments of the tip and the sample, Fₚ, induces a change in the resonance frequency of the cantilever with the distance z. This frequency shift (Δω) can be correlated with the force gradient as is shown in Equation (1)

\[ \Delta \omega = \frac{\omega_0}{2k} \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial z} \]  

where ω₀ is the resonance frequency and k is the force constant of the cantilever. MFM experiments were recorded by interleaving the topographic scan with the so-called “Lift Mode” scan, in which the AFM tip was made to scan the sample with no topography feedback active. The frequency shift measured in this second pass, far away from the surface, is a measure of the tip-sample magnetic interaction. For MFM data analysis, the frequency shift contrast was measured for individual magnetic domains using the analysis section of WSxM.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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